Year 1-Home learning – 18.01.21
If possible please complete 3 challenges, every day, Monday
to Friday.
Language

Mathematics

Science/ICT

Read ‘Pippa’s Pets Lost Dog’
on Activelearn.
Make a poster to
help find the dog’s
owner.
Include on your
poster:1. A picture of the
dog.
2. A description of
the dog (what does
he look like?).
3. Details of who the
owner should
contact to get the
dog back.
Write happy/kind
notes, hide them
around your home
for people to find!

Collect 10 objects
from around your
home. Close your
eyes and ask an
adult to take some
of the items away.
How many items
are left? Challenge
yourself to write
the sum, for
example 10 - 3 =
Repeat a few times

Create a simple
obstacle course
or draw an
obstacle course
on a piece of
paper. Now
guide a robot
(parent/
sibling/toy)
through the
obstacle course
by shouting out
instructions. e.g.
forwards, right,
left, backwards

When you are out
on a walk see what
3D shapes you can
spot. Can you find
a cone, sphere,
cube and cuboid?
Challenge yourself
to find a pyramid
shape!

Hold a potato or
apple in one hand.
What can you find
in your house that
is heavier than
your potato/apple?
What is lighter?
Can you find
something that
weighs the same?

Design a
creature that
could live in
the boot of
your car, or the
bottom of your
bag. What
special skills
would it have?

Set up your own
shop at
home.What will
you sell in your
shop? Use coins to
buy items from
your shop. 2p, 5p,
10p and 20p if
possible.

Freeze some
treasures in a
block of ice in the
freezer. Now can
you rescue
them? What is
the best way of
getting your
treasures back?

Collect leaves
and twigs
whilst out on
your daily
walk. Use
them to
make a
collage
(remember
when we
made a leaf
owl in class)

Remember that
every sentence
needs a capital letter
at the start and a full
stop at the end.

Write the alphabet.
Remember to start
your letters in the
right place, usually
at the top.
Challenge yourself
to write capital
letters too.
Sing our alphabet
song!
How many letters
are there in the
alphabet?

Creative

Physical

Well-being

Watch ‘Story
time Monkey
Puzzle’
(video on
Google
classroom).
Then draw
your own
jungle
picture.

Go on a Sonic
adventure with
Jaime!

Snuggle down
somewhere
cosy, close your
eyes and listen
to all the
sounds around
you. What can
you hear? Try
this in different
places, indoors,
outdoor or even
in the bath!

(Youtube - Sonic
the Hedgehog A Cosmic Kids
Yoga Adventure)

Hold a treasure
hunt at home.
Find something:1. bumpy
2. metal
3. round
4. you can twist
5. shiny
6. bouncy
7. you can roll
How long can you
balance for when
standing on one
leg? Practise
balancing for as
long as you can
and find out if you
improve with
practice. Make up
your own
balancing activity,
e.g. standing on
your toes or
having your arms
in the air, and
investigate which
lets you balance
for the longest.

Turn on your
favourite music
and just dance!
Could others in
your home join
you for a Mini
Disco?

Have an upside
down meal day!
For example,
have lunch for
breakfast and
breakfast for
lunch! Does
what you eat
make you feel
different?

Additional Daily Learning Challenges
Reading
www.activelearnprimary.co.uk or
read a book from home.
Writing
Learn to write your full name and
address.
Number
Count in 5s to 100. Write multiples of
five - 0, 5, 10...
Number
Write number words to 10. For
example:1 - one
2 - two
3 - three
Useful websites for learning
Phonics
www.jollylearning.co.uk
Phonics
www.nessy.com (30 day free trial)
Phonics
www.phonicsplay.co.uk
Mathematics
www.topmarks.co.uk
Mathematics
nrich.maths.org
English/Maths/Science
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
Physical
YouTube - PE with Joe

